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I’M AS CRAZY AND YOU MADE ME AND THIS IS WHAT DEMOCRACY LOOKS LIKE

PART ONE 

why can’t aren’t outdated practices rusting ? turning to dust > what is stopping decomposition?

people are just not mixing enough. they are not veering out far enough to see be feel ones unlike 

themselves. not enough decomposing agents contained in blood : homogenous

here’s how i’m figuring out what ‘walking on to step through’ means to me, and you are too, a part of it 

— a recurring / overarching theme and phrase coloring, lens-like, everything around me

I AM SEAWEED ON THE SHORE, SEARCHING FOR DUST 

LAYER 1: a transparency glass with black foot prints on top a blank opaque white background 

(backboard) holding (via tape) sheets of transparent paper, printed on both sides with color pencil, marker 

and water paint. 

side 1

PAUSE : in being captivated by a fly and pulled away from my task i consider if i’m just looking for 

distractions and that my world is bigger than to consider one thing more worthy of attention than the 

other. in writing this, i’m noting my acceptance into, via only it’s presence, of its value  now equal to the 

steadiness of my thoughts between my hands. i let them do. i rest. and am taken where i do best. ‘i give 

up’ (rains) = for me : outside and lightly - so sweet

‘i give it up to make it rain’ 

BUT NOW WE HAVE NO RAIN MAKING DEVICES TO USE AS OUR OWN, ON OUR OWN 

ACCORD. THEY ARE ALL NOW COMPLETELY CONTROLLED AND WE HAVE NO WAY TO 

TALK TO / THROUGH OUR SOULS

side 1 (cont’d) : more prehistoric of ancestral history before blue black white meant just white 
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portrait of 6 humans at later stages of spiritual and younger states physically in growth = formation

(in ad-like gesture and voice)

PAUSE : YOU NEED TO CLOSE YOUR EYES!

[WE]

but i cant! and why?

[THEM]

BECAUSE…. WHY?

and the unanswered quest and cycle continued. no one ever said why me vs. them and got a straight 

answer SO WHY ARE WE STILL MOVING IN STRAIGHT WAYS?

__

‘They’ Those who have control choke and hold

WE CAN’T MAKE RAIN

WITHOUT WATER THERE IS NO LIFE

so how can we dance?

1. start where you’re comfortable (if nowhere is comfortable, make, arrange and shape a place that is.)

2. start in shape you feel comfortable in - a position you feel secure and calm enough to relax and /by 

releasing tension in body>in mind

3. build out by expanding chest, elongating limbs, neck spine > height and width

first laying down (comfortably) until you feel no separation between the left and right or lower and upper 

parts of your body and that circulates via infinite.

PAUSE : i am still working out the place, shape and position that feels comfortable to my body and 

allows it relax, eventually, without this, you’re a (my) body loses memory, progressively ability to release 

and let go, the degree of which only compounds, presening the task of cleaning sewer pipes by walking 

on all fours and backwards > 

crab walking - 

cancering

cancelling

and this is underground so the light is mostly blue : bright white flooded in darkness.
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PLAY : i am to the point where all the people i am conscious of, meaning, those i’m intimate with are 

people who have my exact or quite similar to and eventually, exactly the same problems as i do > so no on 

has solutions and here is where it gets boring. my problems don’t sound better or more interesting in other 

people’s words or mouths. its like snoring while reliving and by calling upon the things that brought you 

pain - and why? no way else to relate : and stuck burying own grave

BELOW : because could not own, own life it is the reason i’ve been smoking i am still back peddling 

through sewers in bleu light but now i know there is more than / to light, at least one end of the tunnel 

darkness : only way out of your cage. just back out and chill enough to shit : which is not, if we 

understood time as an illusion, anything different than, at a time, once. 

WITHIN A PINK WIND :  you are at your best fulfilled (at least physically) at least there’d be so much 

space for everyone and the earth, so much more fertile, and capable [once again all is a cycle] of making 

new life that provided, with basic and consistent sustainment, for everyone alive 

we kill back and forth. and now we’re both starving near the ‘ a savage’ tipping point - a stand off. i’m on 

earth’s side as a planet myself it’s seen through outer space when it spins from here, just looks green blue 

- looks sea-foam

>>and onto part 2

SHEETS AS A BACKGROUND / BACKDROP > furthest point from front and center

vertically and horizontally and aligned. 

leg length - wing span= spine length

no matter the size height relation to the weight > the challenge 

note : dirty sheets are for sleep and not rest. blood sheets = dying to rest. 

*my mind takes ‘space’ for ‘time’ i do not do things in order

i’ve lost all sense of ‘order’ as it once was described to me. my order’s rearrangement.
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4. HOW TO DANCE CON’TD

 the last step of instructions is no longer finding standing up with arms and legs outstretched expanding 

from the entire core - by inflation - initiation of foundation that holds up by reaching down through 

bottom (again like [backwards] crab walking through sewer pipes) and only then when 0 as living proof 

of being ungclogged, path up again : veritably (by first person : yourself) you can more calmly go about 

building up from there : the bottom : 

note in blue : you may have to cry to stay awake

tooo many people in power have never been there. how could they know / be expected to > and feel 

obliged to helping those out of a place they don’t believe exists? up means crawling out then soaring to : 

an arrow points through spoken words

bottom language : clot : the kind that blots out vision fore-shites > casting a shadow over a future that’s 

shortensing and filled with shit

a flag to burn, must die 

to die means losing blood

and fire’s always beautiful

and beauty is graceful backwards upside down right side up insight out below and above 

flame : easier when using wood (en) pencil versus ink
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MANIFESTING AMERICAN

bodies emote in motion

bodies emote in motion

bodies corrode no coastin’

bodies erode show

boasting

bodies collide co-motion

body subsides co-roasting

body survives rote

toasting

halfway to high 

for casting

to sky

profit margins : low to regular first to

deliver quality / value : ie : lunch poems

roast beef sandwiches

dorito bags of jam

insert : image of a spit roast shaped like a fish with specks of color inside

__

my life death drives 

are similar

same

go through / out with

bang

me : what captivates I
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be : what I likes

       what I does

__ 

di dest itute

di destiny

di destined to

di destiny : desire

sonically, post - mentally

with phonics of an eagle (beak)

__

MANIFESTING : AMERICAN

i’m not going for perfect

i don’t have the time or

resources

only care is that/if i’m doing

        

while undoing (in the living sense)

making way to - dying

diy-ing    di-whying     di-whining.   di-wanting

__ 

whoever said life was easier 

as a strawberry well

they were lying

spreading seeds between their teeth

this is not forbearing or harvest week

this is foreshadowing life honestly

a UFO siting : you blink and face : a phase
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__

no yeah tell me what its like to 

be contained

i’ve got an hour or a shade

i was once a being outlined in 

light

starshine, starfood

insert 'horror time’ in blue

__

the way out of the womb’s 

through pain

i lost my foot ear and 

steering as part of the

race

__

i caught a baseball for a hand

it was gray inside the dugout

his name is chief wahoo

killing? still a sport

i went to the baseball game and all

i saw was sand

and hurdling through my ears : stepping on to walk through . we step our way to walk through

__
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my only ritual is working

i’m american and native

to me’s causing pain

not working : staying sane

same

_

_

there’s damage to the roof’s

done damage to my face

and then leaked into egg

an egg without a face

we bleached it

an egg without a trace

water logged 

we fleeced it

an egg without a warming

a home to saving face

a home on top of waste

 __

what’s born into a cyclone? 

a fucked up kind race

who’ve built homes out of graves

i’ve climbed it

my mouth to light a

match in - a spit

roast

a close shave

a microwaving flagship

my blood is named 

my cone is thick

and belching up lime shadows  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BREAKDOWN SCORE

i say go

i say green

i mean fast

BUT IT STARTS HERE

i mean slow 

i am gash

i am teeth

BUT IT STARTS HERE

and my team’s in color

shoulders beam

my flags point 

all the answers

end in red 

they bleed

and all the shudders

BUT IT STARTS

seem to shade

whichever side 

I’M ON

throwing shade at

all the others

HERE

(I AM A HELL FLAG YOU HAVE CAPTURED)

once born, you are a cyclone

once board, your knees are cyclone

your needs are cyclone

once bored, your needs go cyclone and spiral down to wants

with ants without a colony to organize 
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your needs spiral to cyclone and your home gets boarded up because you can’t build up in time

all work no play reverse and then each winter you grow colder

once board, your needs go cyclone and they do not leave your mouth

once board, you are tuned : cyclone and it barely fizzles out

What’s left barrel fizzles : pout.

when i lived inside a big blue house, i did not know your name

when i peed inside 2 plastic cups, i thought i was insane

green light broken, yellow dead, no shit : your wheels go cyclone.

under shit leaves gold and yellow. under shit lyme drizzles out. 

i am stuck thinking

what happens in piglatin with words that

start with u?

what langue will you use

when few things can enter mouth

go down 

come out 

or peter out

i shout i’m sorry please forgive me or thank you

started out a cyclone

named at birth : behavior 

screamed a part and signed away the

waiver saying death’s allowed ‘i’m out’

and stayed here just a cloud

just on clout

just a way to be a slave here

just a clown
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the hardest part to lose 

is my blue heart

x10 throughout 1 night

hi how are you ? tommy in a tux

hi how are you ? tommy in a tux

hi how are you ? tommy in a tux

tommy in a trunk are you tommy in a trunk hi how are you tommy in a truck are you to mommy in a 

trunk in a trust are you mommy in an earth trunk runt ruth runt ram rod youth group are you tommy rail’s 

glue are you rodney’s theraflue? aren’t you god knows who 

are you are you god nose who are you god nose who are you god’s nose gloop are you god’s old stew 

are you thankful too? are your shoulders blue? 

die clone

die clone

die die die 

untrue your wheeled a psycho

its true your ward’s a cyclo

it’s true unmet goes tyco

and every toy you see

is death

and every boy you see breeds

breath

heft

and every girl you’ve left’s a 

life boat

raft to cover trap rag carry fast. what’s true about once cyclone : there is no left to 

math. to map. to master fact or trap you cover it covers you your raft : a harness / artifact and all the 

tikes : a handphone. if you couldn’t swim. if you couldn’t swing. if you had no heft your, wheel’s would 

bite-clone and cover you with dirt.  any shirt you wear is golden if you only let it rest it will forgive you it 

will transform your breast and all you put inside it will be blessed.  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OH COME LET’S ALL ABORT US

so what blood stuff i’m tough    she’s right    their broke pastfade…a ticking mountain
wade
or drizzle
    sizzle
puppy fin in swimming pool : 

i’m tread and no one's answer
i'm thread and mine craft : cancer

i’m body work
i’m spool’s gloves

i’m quiet aching answer!

Listen Listen   SCREECH the tailbone’s line is center
heap? the tailbone’s shine is wetter
(weak) pale pink surrounding muscle

and the spine sometimes in subdued shades
sub-dued : dues you haven’t paid or won’t cuz can’t 
dues : you haven’t saved
dues : you’ve laid to waste
dues : your life is paste

DUDE! your life’s a phase

so get back where the classifieds?
the endless page
the parlor where the names are sure
the parlor where the brains are sure

sheep : the part to cut sheer lay no haste 
 is stopping where the bones break
 before the break

in season
and you haven’t really started
so there’s less now - see, at stake

the longer you’re entrenched in blood, the harder to extract it
said the DUMBEST TAMPON EVER
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my mind says no matter time, it’s
space i’ll take up all. who owns it?
while my slit cries red, awake

the only cage is silver oooh!
the only cage is made

your dream not mine
their dream not mine
and yours? yours too

may not show up pages color : blue
a farewell text as prophet
in a week i end this 
room. these walls. the color
white. on table, mantle, mirror
frame - off a bit on curtain
bright orange red below
a blanket that i share 
below with emily i have too
much to say and no hands phone
to blow through i’m
dickless clit sun
tentacled with horns
in all my noses

Bull.
your mouth works well instead you rule you drool
then feast Hurrah Hurray!

Her ahh, his wake
and bones left where the home was
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WAVERS FROM THE FAUST

(PAVERS)

from the fire

from the first

from the thirst and constant quenching

frothing dearth

from the earth that is unbelting

from the worm that is unclenching

from the work the worth the words

that are bereft and.

to the end of all blood miserly

an end of all heads rise early

then ending in scar white degree

that burns mind eyes sick wide unsee 

mommy i’m hungry dad i’m home

i need a trinket star glass tea

i need to let the bed bugs out

i need to drink cold rotten sweet

i need to suck my stirrups shock

my boss said he’s not meant to teach

my teacher sat on bench and swing

my preacher’s butt blood parted pee

and streamed along in water fountain

streamed all down to arc on way

to toddler’s mouth

who peed down slide

who shat the stoop

a crown height’s sign

above white steps: no shitting here
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people live

and people living outside do

they step on it on way to sleep

hard slippers on their way to work

cleft palate squirts a wake up through

math riddle lined in bright pink chalk

a paradiddle 3x fast

a drumroll snare

3 taps on ride

bass  beat beat beat my heart here

squints my heart here melts my heart here leaks

in thin blue lines on seafoam sheets

my heart here barks a violent tune

that outs the streets from black to blue

in grids mapped out of circles fenced

away from green

America is horning

America is neat

America is boring 2

thick holes out of my crown

and never lets me sleep

new pillows dust to mattress

raw feathers into sheets

our angel has 2 starry 

eyes of spit shine lead 

pipes cycled bent to

frame out what is not intact

and left unsaid and

doesn’t bleed for 7

days without trust it’s

dying: uterus without

a seed alone in ice

blue water labeled deep
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end by our forefathers 

in neon bold helvetica  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REMINDER LIST: TO DO 

i’ve drowned before crab subway mix once packaged inside powder 

punctuation puddles at his tear ducts my job to clean up i don’t live in woods pay for water no one picks 

up mine clean sweep for cash i’m taking notes cat feed arrangement starve he dies 

ripple etherium - coinable - mycelium - using kraken 

i’m in the world sir to be expanded  

and it looks good sir as though your suit has shrunk 

there’s been much to snack since brunch might  

wee in blue 

they’ll be no fetus here whip cream buffet  

pop in dunk  
let’s fish the wave wear nasty clothes 

as though we’ve lived 

what else is there to do for those who cannot lie? 

enneagram  
will i exist if i’m alive? 

consciousness makes me question the movement so i’m in another plane that runs on air not through it 

i’m shifting a cast of character  

in forms rotate and build upon  
each other as in axis glove to atlas globe axis 

aug 14 july resubmit claim 888  
i need to feel as dumb as i do smart 
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how do i stand next to an image speaking code? this question is the answer over shoulder bones a glare 

off generation gleam or fare of air 

the form matters most give me your best delivery stand out for attention boast b/what you know best u r 

the content 

tell me what your structure is, i’ll tell you what’s the matter 

tell me which whose house this is i’ll tell you jim has cancer 

so i didn’t have to lie i got a cat who came home anxious so i could stay inside 

a van maneuvers, figure eights reschedule psych rudoy 

stapler ink paper  

rice egg kimchi fruit greens kraut  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ASH TUESDAY

finding fat among the world  cessation

swinging minds to bat on trite creation farmer jewels to arm and pick when ripe but bat and bat as in 2 

wings or into juice or swallow whole or sniper-hood the ghoul’s replaced the poorman’s shoes and canned 

his way to ooze

or is it lose or is it choose a way to shingle hop to freedom scar your face and wrinkle up for winter cuz 

it’s cold here plant your skin through wall beam floor to shake away dry skinned laugh lines turning icy 

blocks to cinder

baby basin sour flavor this year cannot be waste paper or the name hurts or the ageless spice-rack shower 

shows up cinna-barred and night curse on a website with your stock price shining bright in minus letters: 

let us calculate a number, say a shovel, here’s a fire hydrant  space you cannot pull or glide in fine so park 

it anyways

there are no bathrooms inside book rooms for the homeless pay to shit but safe across the street: umami 

burger with your card or words on loan they won’t believe you if you’re stinky, have few teeth or 

showered early meaning sunday meaning moonbath meaning many rights at birth are given with your 

tongue but not saliva

greasy knife in blood or butter lathered cloth in cage hen coop first hoop earrings wrapped round sane 

one’s hopes for thick one who can walk and lend an ear to level figures now let dangle cross out twinkles 

cross out wrist watch cross out wool coat cross out inseam crossed out any mug with snowflakes gleams 

i’ll kill you means i’m home raised means i won it and you’re wasting tea and corn flakes

windows with the screens out shudder times the gust let in on friday means we blew God for an answer 

said ash wednesday but I’m drunk now on a tuesday that’s now wednesday with a headache and a mindful 

and blood panties packed with playdates of lost children wilted chickens in my thick socks cost too much 

and can’t no refunds
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now just sunken what i’ve bought in times of weight by due dates I drew lines through different states of 

broken panic blow upfuck it rage and wage wash rinse repeat and playback 1 9 9 3 be all can all 

take what’s off as greatness palms out saviors checks and backhands bookend dancers wash or wading 

steal no pacing

i’m a chicken with a sharp tooth my slick limbs cut to escape inside a snowcone and my shoulder bone’s 

in haste of what knows not of stateless earning doubting fate to grow lines in this tunnel of long hating all 

I’ve known up grown in hay shit paste my country needle blowpop metal pipe to fade away in 

not on bill signs in the first place just the bait of bulls no showtime as the knight of endless fables, endless 

ambles, soot leg cowbells, jingle 1-800 jangles, prelude helpless please out now and flee this space 

unconscious this a grave site of vaginas

this no housecall

this no ration 

this just plateclub

rules to enter show up early 

shake while standing 

hint at stakes but only gravy 

nod a thick head, roll out paper 

not a member? hollow lever tripe rag stew to dye your flag and burn it down to pepper past date produce 

wrapped in plastic that is shit out into stardust that means nothing or i'm a glue stick you are fuse pipe 

plate is starfood time blue river true believer ache in bruise overt like baseball through a window sound 

escaping:

girl next door, one living brother

We puke blood down streamlined porcelain 

knee caps barking loud and blue  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CRYPTO STOCK
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[4 pages digging up my mom]

2 men clinking red green

cabbage plates

Adidas stripes

work-free day at 9 

in public fading

bukowski

re: the light of watching

kendrick saying same

fiona 

pharrel

rumi 

biggie

cocteau

filine out holes

out face time

alive vs zombie

progress ache

 

cage

gabrielle thinks moveable

within and still

say scathed

grill press fuse

wet pushing
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waves

submarine by neon

legs translucent gut

zoom tunnel through round frame

coasting coasty toast gray

 black

strip down 

back shed

tin chairs

egg nest

a constant crunch of leaves

locked empty paint out clean

a yellow dome

a neighbor dream

and barking

flat cut sexless 

duke refusing meat

dead eye roll sorries 

moving light a shade of pain

a stain fog window

drops of rain

in speeding car 

i’d trace clear with first finger

try to beat it’s dripping down

drive to sea i said rain, clouds   cease!

and watched the skyline whiting

and tumble dry to porcelain

you - are not one - god
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a pitstop

marys terrified

own godly wombs

haunt up life 

and molars filling

my mother was a sad lady

she gave me  

the world

inheritance

herpes on lip, nostrils: mom

2 laser light sick eyes: the world
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